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Open/Closed Signs

Informative, eye-catching signs feature bright letters

that indicate OPEN or CLOSED. A message space is

provided to post store hours and other important

announcements. Signs are available with a magnetic

or plastic message surface and a horizontal or verti-

cal sliding status panel. All signs adhere to glass

with four clear suction cups and include an assort-

ment of letters.

Vertical Open/Closed sign

Available in three languages: English, Spanish and

French. Features a high density polyethylene mes-

sage panel and includes an assortment of 3 18 white

1/2” (12mm) Helvet ica  s ty le  characters .  14 3/6”W x 12 3/8"

(365 x 315mm).

Catalog # Language Color

8130-I English Black

8130-5 English Grey

01420 Spanish Black

01421 French Black

Horizontal Open/Closed Sign

Available in black or white polypropylene plastic.

Signs include 159 each 1/2” (12mm) Helvetica charac-

ters. Black letters are provided with the white sign

and white letters are provided with the black sign.

9”W  x 7”H (225 x 175mm).

Catalog # Color

8131-O White

8131-1 Black

Double-Sided Open/Closed Sign

Features a ridged black steel message surface on

both front and back. Grooved magnetic letters align

easily and won’t fall off. Includes a set of 134 mag-

net ic  1/2” (1 2mm) characters. 15 1/2”H x 14 1/4"W (390 x

3 6 5 m m ) .  Catalog # 993

double-sided open/closed sign. *

Double-sided open/closed srgn

Vacancy/No Vacancy Sign

An excellent way to inform patrons of room availability.

Highly visible graphics reveal the “VACANCY/NO VACANCY”

message by sliding the vertical panel up or down. An

assortment of 3 18 white 3/4” (19mm) Helvetica letters is

included (see Plastic Character Assortment on a Sprue,

page 61, for character assortment). Includes four clear

suction cups to adhere to glass. 14 3/8"W x 12 3/8"H (365 x

3 15mm). Catalog # 8131

Open-closed sign in three languages

See page 61 for replacement
characters under felt and
outdoor letter boards.

Both sides of the double-sided
open/closed sign feature a
magnetic letter surface for
messages to customers as they
enter and leave the store

Vacancy/no vacancy sign


